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Creating a District that Cares
K-12 Public Education: 
a Political Right
✺ A Human Right
✺ Self-Determination
K-12 Public Education: 
an Economic Imperative
✺ An Investment







Creating a District that Cares
Defending Restorative Approaches to 
Discipline
You Don’t Have to Change Your Backstory, You Just 
Have to Learn From It.
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Five Principles of  
Restorative Practice Rethinking Discipline
1. Cooperation over Coercion
2. Face-to-Face Participation
3. Outcomes by Impacted
4. Equal Access and Consent
5. Research-Based Practices
1. Increase awareness of  the 
prevalence, impact, and legal 
implications of  suspension and 
expulsion;
2. Find basic information and 
resources on effective alternatives; 
and
3. Join a national conversation on 
how to effectively create positive 
school climates.
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Bottom Line Up Front…
Creating a District that Cares
…But Now Let’s Make The Case 
Albemarle-PSD-Charlottesville,	VA
District 49’s Cultural Compass
RESPECT
We respect others for their abilities, 
qualities and achievements.
TRUST
We build positive relationships 
through honesty and openness with 
all stakeholders
CARE
We provide a safe and caring 
environment for students and staff
RESPONSIBILITY
We hold ourselves accountable for 
our actions























Adapted from Social Discipline Window - Paul McCold and Ted Wachtel - 2000





































Nathanson’s Compass of  Shame
NATHANSON 1992
Creating a District that Cares
Restoration 
versus Shame

































Reintegrative Shame Matrix – Fletcher 2017
Reintegration
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What Does Fair Process Look Like?
• Engagement — involving individuals in decisions that affect them by listening to 
their views and genuinely taking their opinions into account
• Explanation — explaining the reasoning behind a decision to everyone who has 
been involved or who is affected by it
• Expectation clarity — making sure that everyone clearly understands a decision and 
what is expected of  them in the future (Kim & Mauborgne, 1997)
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Restorative-PBIS 
Translation























Build a Caring Culture By:
1. Recognizing zero-tolerant discipline and 
building relationships early (Early S-E support)
2. Conducting outreach with all stakeholders 
(Promoting restoration over punishment)
3. Being transparent about your district’s efforts 
(Implement strategies to achieve a fair process)
4. Not letting moderate success go to your head, 
nor letting moderate failure go to your heart 
(Build the culture that you want; don’t give up)
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